Book
CHILDREN FRAMING CHILDHOODS
Working-Class Kids’ Visions of Care
by Wendy Luttrell, Professor, Urban Education
This book offers an alternative angle of vision — animated by young people's own photographs, videos, and perspectives over time.
Published October 15, 2019
PURCHASE

POOR QUEER STUDIES
by Matt Brimm, Professor, Women's Studies; Professor, Gender Studies
An exploration of shifting queer studies away from its familiar sites of elite education toward poor and working-class people, places, and pedagogies.
Published April 19, 2020
PURCHASE

Overview
Books are short records of published books by GC faculty and scholars. They are displayed in the Book Feature and Book Listing components only and do not have standalone pages.

Books are moderated and can only be published by site admins within the Office of Communications and Marketing.
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